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Abstract: Underwater manipulators are important robotic tools in the exploration of the ocean
environment. Up to now, most existing underwater manipulators are rigid and with fixed 5 or
7 degrees of freedom (DOF), which may not be very suitable for some complicated underwater
scenarios (e.g., pipe networks, narrow deep cavities, etc.). The biomimetic concept of muscles
and tendons is also considered as continuum manipulators, but load capacity and operation
accuracy are their essential drawbacks and thus limit their practical applications. Recently, the
cable-driven technique has been developed for manipulators, which can include numerous joints
and hyper-redundant DOF to execute tasks with dexterity and adaptability and thus they have
strong potential for these complex underwater applications. In this paper, the design of a novel
cable-driven hyper-redundant manipulator (CDHRM) is introduced, which is driven by multiple
cables passing through the tubular structure from the base to the end-effector, and the joint numbers
can be extended and decided by the specific underwater task requirements. The kinematic analysis
of the proposed CDHRM is given which includes two parts: the cable-joint kinematics and the
joint-end kinematics. The geometric relationship between the cable length and the joint angles
are derived via the established geometric model for the cable-joint kinematics, and the projection
relationship between the joint angles and end-effector’s pose is established via the spatial coordinate
transformation matrix for the joint-end kinematics. Thus, the complex mapping relationships among
the cables, joints and end-effectors are clearly achieved. To implement precise control, the kinematic
control scheme is developed for the CDHRM with series-parallel connections and hyper-redundancy
to achieve good tracking performance. The experiment on a real CDHRM system with five joints is
carried out and the results verify the accuracy of kinematics solution, and the effectiveness of the
proposed control design. Particularly, three experiments are tested in the underwater environment,
which verifies its good tracking performance, load carrying and grasping capacity.
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1. Introduction

The research and development of the ocean is of great significance due to the abundant resources in
the ocean environment [1–4]. With the development of advanced robotics and automation, the capacity
to explore the ocean is enhanced by various underwater robots, which can replace human beings to
achieve underwater detection and operations [5–17]. However up to now, most existing underwater
manipulators are rigid and with fixed 5 or 7 degrees of freedom (DOF) [18,19], which may not be
very suitable for some complicated underwater scenarios (e.g., pipe networks, narrow deep cavities,
etc.). In view of the above limitation, the biomimetic concept of muscles and tendons is considered as
continuum manipulators [20–24], which can achieve the flexible motion by elastic deformation. However,
this kind of manipulator has slight load capacity, low operation accuracy, and is difficult to be precisely
controlled due to its infinite DOFs and limited measurements. In recent years, the cable-driven technique
has been also developed for the manipulators. With numerous joints and hyper-redundant DOF to
execute tasks with dexterity and adaptability, the cable-driven hyper-redundant manipulator (CDHRM)
has good obstacle avoidance capability, but also better load capacity and control precision. Thus, it has
wide potential application fields, such as underwater rescue, marine exploration, minimally invasive
surgery, aircraft assembly, nuclear inspection, etc. [25–27].

Different from the traditional rigid manipulator with serially connected links and actuated
joints [28], the CDHRM no longer has the driving actuator in each joint. Instead, the cables, which pass
through the tubular structure from the base to the end-effector, are used to drive joints, and all actuators
are located in the base to drive these cables. Therefore, the manipulator joints do not need any seal,
and can be used directly in the underwater environment. Moreover, the joint numbers of the CDHRM
can be extended with regard to the specific underwater task requirements. Thus, various compact
and ingenious motions can be achieved, especially when entering into confined spaces to implement
tasks [29].

However, several issues need be solved for CDHRM’s practical application, including the
mechanical design, kinematics, control, etc. [30]. For the mechanical design, due to the CDHRM’s
unique operation mode in some typical confined underwater scenarios, the connections of each joint, the
distribution of actuators and cables, and the lightweight design are difficult. Therefore, the mechanical
design of CDHRM with flexible obstacle avoidance and strong load carrying capacity is challenging [31].
For the kinematics and control, since the motion of each joint with two DOFs is controlled by three
cables, there exists complex mapping relationships and hyper-redundancy among the cables, joints and
end-effector, which results in the complexity of kinematics and control [32,33].

Therefore, in view of the above issues, some relevant research has been conducted previously.
Namely, Hannan et al. [34,35] designed a multi-section continuous-backbone robot, where the
relationship between the cable length and joint angle was derived in detail, and the mapping
relationship between the rope speed and joint angular velocity for kinematic modeling was established.
The inverse kinematics were solved via the Jacobian matrix and the trajectory optimization of
the grabbing process was carried out via the zero space vector of the Jacobian matrix [36–39].
KeJun Ning et al. [40–42] put forward a 3D hyper-redundant chain robot including the linked, identical
modules and base module, where all joints are driven by cables and state controllable. But the drawback
of such a manipulator is its long action cycle, where all passive joints share the common driving input,
which have to be operated one by one. Simaan et al. [43,44] developed a cable-driven continuum
manipulator for minimally invasive surgery of the throat. Byung-Ju Yi et al. [45] designed a continuum
robot with good shape retention and space motion capability via the spring frame, which was driven
by three cables with a diameter of 8 mm. British OC Robotics firstly commercialized the cable-driven
hyper-redundant robotic arm named LaserSnake2, which was qualified for exploring space, nuclear
energy, and construction, etc. [46]. Lu Chenguang et al. [47] developed a portable snake-like search
and rescue apparatus that can be used ruins to inspect unreachable areas through gaps, but it was
driven by manpower, which made it unsuitable for hazardous environments.
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Though some researches has studied CDHRM, achieving compact and ingenious motion with good
performance of CDHRM is still challenging [48]. As well, underwater applications have not yet been seen
for CDHRM. Therefore, focuses on the mechanical design and kinematics of CDHRM, a typical CDHRM
with 2N-DOFs (N represents the number of the joints) is designed in this paper to implement tasks in
some typical confined underwater scenarios and research its properties. For the driving subsystem,
the CDHRM no longer has the driving actuator in each joint. Instead, the cables, which pass through
the tubular structure from the base to the end-effector, are used for driving joints, and all actuators are
located in the base to drive these cables. For the manipulator, the joint numbers of the CDHRM can
be extended with regard to the task requirements. Therefore, various compact and ingenious motions
can be achieved. Subsequently, the kinematic analysis of the proposed CDHRM is given, where the
geometric relationship between the cable length and the joint angles are derived via the geometric
model established for the cable-joint kinematics, and the projection relationship between the joint space
and working space is established via the spatial coordinate transformation matrix for the joint-end
kinematics. Thus, the complex mapping relationships between the cables, joints and end-effectors are
clearly achieved. To implement precise control, the kinematic control scheme is developed to achieve
good tracking performance for the CDHRM with series-parallel connections and hyper-redundancy.
The platform experiment is implemented and also tried in the underwater environment, and the results
show the accuracy of kinematics, the effectiveness of the control design and the good potential for
underwater applications with good tracking, load carrying and grasping capacities.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the mechanical design of
the CDHRM. Section 3 describes the kinematics of the CDHRM. A kinematic control scheme is then
designed in Section 4. Section 5 implements the experiment and Section 6 concludes our work.

2. Mechanical Design of CDHRM

2.1. Overall Design of CDHRM

To meet the task requirements in a typical confined underwater scenario, the characteristics which
are required to be considered in the design of the CDHRM include being lightweight, strong obstacle
avoidance, high flexibility and strong load capacity.

A general mechanical design of a CDHRM is shown in Figure 1a. It is an integrated structure
consisting of a driving subsystem and manipulator. The driving subsystem contains the cables and
actuators mounted on the base, and the adjacent joints in the manipulator are coupled with each other
by a universal joint. The joint number can be extended with regard to practical tasks, which can greatly
improve the flexibility of the CDHRM.

Driving subsystem

Manipulator

(a) A general mechanical design of a cable-driven hyper-redundant manipulator (CDHRM).

Figure 1. Cont.
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(b) Mechanical design of the driving subsystem. ¬ Bearing bracket  Guide rods
seat ® Guide rods ¯ Leading screw ° Mounting plate ± Connecting plate ² Slider
³ Magnetic grid ´ Screw nut seat µ Linear magnetic encoder.

(c) Tubular structure (d) End plate

Figure 1. Mechanical design of a cable-driven hyper-redundant manipulator (CDHRM).

Each cable is used to pass through the joints to connect the end-effector and driving subsystem.
The rotational motions of each joint can be achieved by pulling and pushing cables passing through the
holes pierced in the tubular structure, which is controlled by the rotation of the actuator. And the driving
subsystem (shown in Figure 1b) is used to convert the rotation of actuator to the rectilinear motion of cables.
The linear magnetic encoders are mounted on the driving subsystem to measure the cable’s displacement.

2.2. Manipulator Design

Considering the working conditions of CDHRMs in typical confined underwater scenarios,
the aluminum alloy with high strength and low density are used as the materials for the CDRHM, and
the tubular structure in Figure 1c is designed to be hollow and thin-walled, which reduces the weight
of the CDHRM. The end plate (shown in Figure 1d), which is used to connect the tubular structure and
universal joint, has a series of through-holes in the circumferential direction for the pass of cables.

2.3. Driving Subsystem Design

As shown in Figure 1b, the driving subsystem contains the actuator with high power density
and a large decelerating white reducer, bearing bracket, guide rods, leading screw, slider and linear
magnetic encoder. With the satisfaction of functional requirements, the driving subsystem is designed
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to be as compact as possible and easy to install and maintain, where the parameters are determined by
the joint angle. The driving subsystems are circumferentially distributed, which connect the actuators
and the cables, converting the rotation of actuator to the rectilinear motion of cables.

3. Kinematic Analysis of CDHRM

3.1. Multilevel Mapping Relationships of CDHRM

According to the mechanical design, the multilevel mapping relationships of CDHRM can be
described in Figure 2, which can be divided into cable-joint kinematics and joint-end kinematics,
where the relationship between the forward and inverse kinematics is expressed as: driving space—joint
space—working space. For cable-joint kinematics, the geometric relationship between the cable length
and the joint angle are developed via the established geometric model. Subsequently, for joint-end
kinematics, the projection relationship between the joint angles and end-effector’s pose is established via
the spatial coordinate transformation matrix.

Cable Lengths Joint Angles End-effector ose

Driving Space Joint Space Working Space

Cable-Joint 

Mapping
Joint-End 

Mapping

Figure 2. Multilevel mapping relationships of the manipulator.

To establish multilevel mapping relationships of the CDHRM, a geometric model and coordinate
system is created as shown in Figure 3a,b, where the Figure 3a represents the geometric model when
the joint is in the odd condition, similarly the Figure 3b represents the geometric model when the
joint is in the even condition. The frames Ii and Ji are created at the center of two tubular structures,
and another frame Ui is created at the center of the universal joint.

𝐼𝑥
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𝐷
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𝛼𝑖
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𝐽𝑦

𝐷

𝐷

𝛼𝑖

𝛽𝑖

(b) Even

Figure 3. Geometric model of the universal joint.

3.2. Cable-Joint Kinematics

The length of each cable consists of the length inside the tubular structure and the length between
adjacent joints. The cable length inside the tubular structure is equal to the length of the tubular
structure, which is a measurable constant. The length between adjacent joints is derived with regard to
the joint angles, which can be calculated as follows:
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Suppose that the manipulator has N joints, H represents the length of each tubular structure,
R represents the radius of each tubular structure, D represents the distance from the tubular structure
to the center of universal joint. To establish the relationship between the length between adjacent joints
and the joint angles, the transformation between the adjacent joint frames Ii and Ji can be derived
as (1) and (2), which are shown at the top of next page, where if i (i = 1,2,...,N) is an odd number,
the transformation is (1) otherwise the transformation is (2).

I
J T =transl (D, 0, 0) trotz (αi) troty (βi) transl (D, 0, 0)

=


cos (αi) cos (βi) −sin (αi) sin (βi) cos (αi) D + Dcos (αi) cos (βi)

cos (βi) sin (αi) cos (αi) sin (βi) sin (αi) Dcos (βi) sin (αi)

−sin (βi) 0 cos (βi) −Dsin (βi)

0 0 0 1

 (1)

I
J T =transl (D, 0, 0) troty (βi) trotz (αi) transl (D, 0, 0)

=


cos (βi) cos (αi) −cos (βi) sin (αi) sin (βi) D + Dcos (βi) cos (αi)

sin (αi) cos (αi) 0 Dsin (αi)

−sin (βi) cos (αi) sin (βi) sin (αi) cos (βi) −Dsin (βi) cos (αi)

0 0 0 1

 (2)

where transl() represents the translation function, troty() and trotz() represent the rotation function
refer to y-axis and z-axis, αi and βi represent counterclockwise rotation angle of the i-th joint around
the z-axis and y-axis.

The counterclockwise mounting angle φj,k of the j-th (j = 1,2,3) cable actuating the k-th (k =
1,2,...,N) joint can be derived in (3), The pi,j,k is the mounting position of the j th cable actuating the k
th joint at the Ii frame, which can be derived in (4).

φj,k = k× 360
M

+ (j− 1)× 120 (3)

pi,j,k = [0, R× cos(φj,k),−R× sin(φj,k)]
T (4)

where M represents the number of the holes at the end plate.
Define lijk as the length of the j th cable actuating the k th joint between the frames Ii and Ji, Ljk as

the total length of the j th cable actuating the k th joint, which can be derived as follows:

li,j,k = ||IJ T × pi,j,k − pi,j,k|| (5)

Ljk =
k

∑
i=1

(lijk + H) (6)

Therefore, the geometric relationship between cable length (Ljk) and joint angle αi and βi can be
derived with regard to (1)–(6).

3.3. Joint-End Kinematics

To establish the projection relationship between the joint space and working space, the relationship
between the coordinate frame of each joint are derived via spatial coordinate transformation matrix.
As shown in Figure 3a,b, the coordinate system Ii is established at the end of the ith joint.

The pose of the k th joint frame Ik with respect to the base frame I0 can be expressed as follows:

k
0T =

k

∏
i=1

(I
J T × trans(H, 0, 0)) (7)
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where I
J T represents the corresponding homogeneous transformation matrix between adjacent frames

Ii and Ji, which can be derived with regard to (1) and (2).
The key to realizing the manipulation of a CDHRM in a typical confined underwater scenario

is the fast online solution of each joint angles αi and βi according to the change of the end-effector’s
pose. However, due to the large number of DOFs, the inverse kinematics of CDHRM [49] is difficult
to derive via numerical methods. As it will cost a large amount of computational time to solve the
pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian matrix with the increase of DOFs, this has a negative effect on the
CDHRM’s real-time control. With regard to the special motion characteristics of CDHRM, a geometric
method with high-efficiency is proposed as shown in Figure 4.

Determining the pose of the joint frame 

with regard to (7) 𝐼𝑖−1

Determining the pose of the joint frame 

according to the task trajectory𝐼𝑖

Determining the joints to be adjusted 

with regard to the pose of frame 

Solving the angle of each joint     and

𝐼𝑖−1

𝛼𝑖 𝛽𝑖

Figure 4. Inverse kinematics of CDHRM.

The desired pose of the end-effector is determined by the task trajectory of some typical confined
underwater scenarios. Then the desired pose of the joint frame Ii−1 can be determined with regard
to (7). With the desired pose of the joint frame Ii−1, which joint to be adjusted can be determined.
As this method does not need to solve all the joint angles in a certain task, it has lower computation
cost and is suitable for real-time control.

4. Kinematic Control of a CDHRM

In a CDHRM, each joint is controlled by three cables, but with the motions of two DOFs (yaw
and pitch in the axial direction). Besides, the number of the manipulator’s DOFs is higher than
end-effector’s DOFs with the increasing of joint numbers according to specific task requirements.
Therefore, a CDHRM has the characteristic of hyper-redundancy, which makes it difficult to model and
control. Moreover, there is an error between the practical kinematics and the theoretical kinematics
of the CDHRM when working in typical confined underwater scenarios (e.g., pipe networks, narrow
deep cavities, etc.).

To achieve good tracking performance of the desired task trajectory in some typical underwater
scenarios, a control scheme of a CDHRM is designed in this section, which is shown in Figure 5.
In details, the desired angles αdi and βdi are calculated by the joint-end kinematics (Figure 4) with
regard to the desired end-effector’s pose X̃d, which can be planned with the desired trajectory Xd in the
practical task. The desired cable length ldr is calculated by the cable-joint kinematics (1)–(6) with αdi,
βdi. The practical cable length lr is measured by the linear magnetic encoder mounted on the driving
subsystem. Thus, a closed-loop controller ur, where the actuators are working in the speed-loop, can be
designed as follows:

ur = Kp (ldr − lr) + Kc

∫ t

0
(ldr − lr)dt + Kd

(
l̇dr − l̇r

)
(8)
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where r represents the r-th cable, and r = 1, ..., 3N, Kp, Kc, Kd are the control parameters, which can be
selected with regard to the tracking performance.

Cartesian 
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Inverse
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(End to Joint 

Kinematics)

Joint to 

Cable 
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1

PID 2 Cable 2

CDHRM
dX dX
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PID 3 Cable 3

PID 1 Cable 1
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Actuator 1

Actuator 2

Actuator 3

Figure 5. PID-based control scheme of CDHRM.

5. Experiment

5.1. Prototype

According to the mechanical design of the CDHRM in Section 2, a real CDHRM system with
five joints as shown in Figure 6a is fabricated, where the parameters and equipment selection can be
specified in Tables 1 and 2. And the working space is calculated with kinematics derived in Section 3,
which is shown in Figure 6b.

(a) The real designed CDHRM system. (b) Working space of CDHRM.

Figure 6. The real designed CDHRM system and its working space.

Table 1. The parameters of the CDHRM system.

Symbol Property Value

R Radius of tubular structure 33.8 mm
D Distance from the tubular structure to universal joint 12 mm
H Length of tubular structure 106 mm
N Number of joints 5

Table 2. Equipment model selection.

Equipment Equipment Model Quantity

Actuators Maxon EC-max 30 15
Gears Planetary Gearhead GP 32 C 15

Data acquisition device Quanser QPID 1
Serve controller ESCON 50/5 409510 15

Linear magnetic encoder LM10 15
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5.2. Experiment of Writing on a White Board

In order to verify the accuracy of the kinematics and effectiveness of the control scheme, the
experiment of writing on a white board is implemented, where the controller (8) is used and the
parameters can be selected as Kp = 10, Kc = 10, Kd = 1. The desired writing trajectory of end-effector
is selected as Figure 7a.

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
y(cm)
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-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

z(
cm

)

(a) Desired writing trajectory of end-effector.

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6

y(cm)

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

z(
cm

)

(b) End-effector trajectory solution via projection relationship (7).

(c) Experiment process.

Figure 7. End-effector trajectory and experiment process of writing on a white board.

With the desired joint angles αdi and βdi (shown in Figure 8a), which are calculated according
to the end-to-joint kinematics (Figure 4) with desired writing trajectory Xd (shown in Figure 7a),
the end-effector’s trajectory solution can be calculated by joint-to-end kinematics (7), as shown in
Figure 7b, thus verifying the accuracy of kinematics (1)–(7).

With the accurate kinematics, the controller (8) is implemented in the experiment, where the
experiment process can be seen in Figure 7c, and the experimental results are shown in Figure 9.
To quantify the tracking performance of CDHRM more clearly, the RMSE (root mean square error)
of the desired cable displacement ldr (shown in Figure 8b) and the practical cable displacement lr
(shown in Figure 9a) are calculated, and the results are shown in Table 3. According to the Figure 9b
and Table 3, the CDHRM system has the effective tracking performance, where the tracking errors
er (shown in Figure 9b) of the desired cable displacement ldr and the practical cable displacement lr
are quite small (10−4 cm, Table 3). Therefore, the accuracy of kinematics and the effectiveness of the
control design are verified.
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(a) Desired joint angles αdi and βdi . (b) Desired cables’ displacement.

Figure 8. Desired joint angles and cables’ displacement of writing on a white board.

(a) Practical cables’ displacement. (b) Tracking error of cables. (c) Angular velocity of the joints.

Figure 9. Cont.
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(d) Velocity of the end-effector

Figure 9. Experimental results of writing on a white board.

5.3. Experiment in the Underwater Environment

In this section, based on the accuracy of kinematics and the effectiveness of the control design,
the CDHRM is tried to explore the potential application for some complicated scenarios in the
underwater environment, which is provided by a container (length: 60 cm, width: 40 cm, height: 40 cm)
filled with water (78.26 L). The controller (8) is used and the parameters can be selected as Kp = 10,
Kc = 10, Kd = 1, which is consistent with the parameter setting of Section 5.2. Three experiment sets
are designed in the underwater environment, which are as follows:

SET1: Writing without load
SET2: Writing with load
SET3: Grasping objects

5.3.1. Experiment of SET1 in the Underwater Environment

The desired writing trajectory of end-effector in SET1 is selected as Figure 10a. With the desired
joint angles αdi and βdi (shown in Figure 11a), which are calculated according to the end-to-joint
kinematics (Figure 4). With the accurate kinematics, the controller (8) is implemented in the underwater
experiment, where the practical writing trajectory of writing trajectory and the experiment process can
be seen in Figure 10b,c.

According to the experiment results shown in Figure 12 and Table 3, the CDHRM system has the
great tracking performance, where the tracking errors er (shown in Figure 12b) of the desired cable
displacement ldr and the practical cable displacement lr are quite small (10−4 cm, shown in Table 3),
thus the good tracking performance in the underwater environment are verified.

-6 -4 -2 0
y(cm)

-5

0

5

z(
cm

)

(a) Desired writing trajectory of end-effector. (b) Practical writing trajectory of
end-effector.

Figure 10. Cont.
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(c) Experiment process.

Figure 10. End-effector trajectory and experiment process of SET1 in the underwater environment.

(a) Desired joint angles αdi and βdi . (b) Desired cable displacement.

Figure 11. Desired joint angles and cable displacement of SET1 in the underwater environment.
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(a) Practical cable displacement. (b) Tracking error of cables.
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(c) Angular velocity of the joints.
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Figure 12. Experiment result of SET1 in the underwater environment.

5.3.2. Experiment of SET2 in the Underwater Environment

To verify the load carrying capacity of the CDHRM, the SET2 with the load of 500 g is implemented,
where the load is installed in the end of the CDHRM. To maintain a fair experiment, the desired writing
trajectory of end-effector is selected as the same as SET1 as shown in Figure 10a. The experiment
process can be seen in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Experiment of SET2 in the underwater environment.
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According to the experiment results shown in Figure 14 and Table 3 , the CDHRM system has the
good tracking performance with the load in the end-effector, where the tracking errors er (shown in
Figure 14c) of the desired cable displacement ldr and the practical cable displacement lr are as small as
the errors in SET1 (10−4 cm, shown in Table 3), which means the load has little effect on the working
performance for the CDHRM. Therefore, the effective load carrying capacity of CDHRM is verified.
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Figure 14. Experiment result of SET2 in the underwater environment.

5.3.3. Experiment of SET3 in the Underwater Environment

To verify the grasping capacity in the underwater environment, the SET3 is implemented, where
a gripper is installed in the end-effector of the CDHRM to grasp the objects in the bottom of container.
The experiment process is shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Experiment of SET3 in the underwater environment.

According to Figure 15, an object was grasped from the bottom of the container successfully. With
the experiment results shown in Figure 16 and Table 3, the CDHRM system has effective grasping
performance, where the tracking errors er (shown in Figure 16c) of the desired cable displacement ldr
and the practical cable displacement lr are quite small (10−4 cm, shown in Table 3). Therefore, the
effective load carrying capacity of CDHRM is verified.

With three experiments in the underwater environment tried in this section, it can be seen that the
CDHRM has good tracking performance, load carrying and grasping capacity. Therefore, the potential
for underwater applications of the designed CDHRM are verified.

Moreover, an experiment data comparison between different CDHRMs is implemented and the
results are shown in Table 4. It can be seen that the CDHRM designed in this paper has similarly
effective load carrying and tracking performance when working in an underwater environment.
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(a) Desired joint angles αdi and βdi .
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(b) Practical cable displacement.
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(c) Tracking error of cables.
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Figure 16. Experiment result of SET3 in the underwater environment.
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Table 3. RMSE of cable displacement l (×10−4 cm).

RMSE of l (Figure 9b) RMSE of l (Figure 12b) RMSE of l (Figure 14c) RMSE of l (Figure 16c)

Joint1 7.45 8.22 9.86 9.87
Joint2 21.65 9.87 9.25 9.01
Joint3 54.68 15.84 18.96 14.71
Joint4 47.20 19.95 20.19 16.90
Joint5 16.56 17.84 17.97 13.93

Table 4. Experiment data comparison between different CDHRM.

Load End-Effector Velocity End-Effector Acceleration Tracking Performance

CDHRM in paper [50] 2.5 kg ≥0.25 m/s ≥0.05 m/s2 ≤10% (Cable tention)
CDHRM in paper [51] 0.5 kg ≤0.016 m/s \ ≤2% (End trajectory)
CDHRM in this paper 0.5 kg ≤0.086 m/s ≤0.43 m/s2 ≤0.011% (Cable length)

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel CDHRM is developed to implement the tasks in some typical confined
scenarios (e.g., pipe networks, narrow deep cavities, etc.), which is driven by multiple cables passing
through the tubular structure from the base to the end-effector, and the joint numbers can be extended
according to the specific task requirements. For the kinematic analysis of the proposed CDHRM,
the cable-joint kinematics is established via the geometric model between the cable length and the joint
angles, and the joint-end kinematics are established via the spatial coordinate transformation matrix.
Thus, the mapping relationships among the cables, joints and end-effectors are clearly described.
For the CDHRM with series-parallel connections and hyper-redundancy, a kinematic control scheme is
developed and carried out for the practical experiment of writing on a board. The results verify the
accuracy of kinematics and the effectiveness of the proposed control design.

Furthermore, based on the developed kinematic and control design, three experiments in the
underwater environment are implemented, and the results verify that the designed CDHRM has good
tracking, load carrying and grasping capacity, which has a good potential application prospects for
complicated scenarios in an underwater environment.
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